
Test 

1. Fill in the gaps with words from the box. 

hail       achieved         to protect        detailed         obstacles         survive 

     amount         succeed          chance          necessary         contain      

dreams come true         lakes            without a health risk                goals 

1. By the age of twenty she had already ________ fame. 

2. Most water is collected and stored in _______. 

3. The Earth’s total resources _______ water for drinking. 

4. When I won my first competition in skiing all my _________. 

5. It is very terrible when a very large ______ of water covers an area. 

6. Choose only _______ information. 

7. He _______ of sailing his boat round the world. 

8. You can drink water ________. 

9. A dam _______ the city from flooding. 

10. To get to Harvard she had to overcome a lot of _______. 

11. Before starting on a project you have to set some _______. 

12. It is ________ studying of the text. 

13. Water can come in the form of _______. 

14. People can learn how to ______ in disastrous situations. 

15. You should accept this offer now – you may never get another _______. 

 

2. Put articles  a / the / -  

1) He is ….. shy. He is ….. shy boy.  

2) You can tell him everything. He can keep ….. secret.   

3) What’s ….. latest news about ….. competition?  

4) There is ….. beautiful stamp on ….. envelope.  

5) Where is ….. nearest church?   

6) …..most famous museums in ….. Moscow.  

7) Can you tell …... way to ….. Tretyakov Gallery.   

8) Every morning I go to ….. school by ….. bus.  

9) Where is ….. Mr Brown now? – I have no ….. idea. He left ….. school ….. hour ago. He may be 

in his office.  

10) How many bridges were there in ….. London at ….. beginning of ….. 11
th
 century?  

11) …..kangaroos don’t live in ….. South America.  

12) …..Wales is in ….. western part of ….. Great Britain.  

13) I’d like such ….. windy weather.  

14) ….. tennis is not so exciting as football. 

15) What ….. funny collection! What ….. funny hobbies! 

3. Read the text and answer the questions.  

Music in our life 

Music accompanies us everywhere. Small children hear their mothers’ songs when they 

put them to bed. We hear the music of birds in the gardens and woods. We listen to music on the 

radio and TV and cassette recorders.  

When we grow up, we prefer to listen to music we like. Some people are fond of classical 

music and attend opera houses and concert halls. They also collect recordings of their favourite 



singers and orchestras. Others especially young people, are more interested in light and pop 

music. They frequently go to pop-group concerts and listen to their favourite group. Some of 

them can play a guitar and like to sing to their friends at parties and gatherings. Many young 

people, especially students, compose music and write the lyric themselves; they take part in the 

contests of amateur singers which are very popular. 

There are a lot of music schools and children’s choirs in small and big towns, where 

children learn to play different musical instruments, to sing and to appreciate music. So, besides 

guitar, piano is also a very popular musical instrument. 

Folk songs and instruments have always been popular in Russia. Every nationality and 

ethnic group has its own folk traditions. There are non-professional groups and choirs that 

perform during national holidays and festivals. The most popular traditionally Russian musical 

instruments are balalaika and accordion, especially in small towns and villages. 

Young people in bigger cities and towns like to spend their free time in disco clubs where 

they listen to their favourite music and dance. Today everybody has an opportunity to enjoy the 

kind of music he or she likes best. 

 

1. Where can we hear music every day? 

2. What kind of music are different people interested in? 

3. Where can people listen to music? 

4. What is popular among young people? 

5. Where can children learn to appreciate music? 

6. What are the most popular musical instruments among the amateur performers? 

7. What are folk traditions of Russia in music? 

8. What kind of music do you like? 

9. What is your favourite group? 

 


